Bacteria propel and change direction by rotating long, helical filaments, called flagella. The 20 number of flagella, their arrangement on the cell body and their sense of rotation 21 hypothetically determine the locomotion characteristics of a species. The movement of the 22 most rapid microorganisms has in particular remained unexplored because of additional 23 experimental limitations. We show that magnetotactic cocci with two flagella bundles on 24 one pole swim faster than 500 µm·s -1 along a double helical path, making them one of the 25 fastest natural microswimmers. We additionally reveal that the cells reorient in less than 5 26 ms, an order of magnitude faster than reported so far for any other bacteria. Using 27
Introduction
4 microcapillary tube with a height of 200 µm, where they accumulated in a band near their 66 preferred oxygen conditions. The cells were imaged near this band [14, 15] and at central 67 height to avoid surface interactions. The capillary was placed at the center of three 68 orthogonal Helmholtz coils [16] , which were used to cancel the Earth's magnetic field with a 69 precision of 0.2 µT after the band had formed. Hence, the cells' motion could be observed in 70 the absence of magnetic torques. Tracking was performed in 3D at 400 frames s -1 (fps) (Fig.  71   1B) . A high-throughput tracking method was used [17] (see Methods) for the reconstruction 72 of the tracks ( Fig. 1C and D) . 
113
MC-1 cell during free swimming. In A, the tracked path is displayed after smoothing by a 5 point 114 moving average filter and then plotted together with the cell velocity. Green arrows indicate velocity 115 maxima. In B, it is shown that the projected swimming path and projected velocity can be described
116
by a projection of a large 3D double helix ( ). The fact that the ratios between pitch and period 7 time of the large and small helix are integer hints towards a T l -periodic flagella bundle movement 118 pattern that causes the cell's swimming behavior.
120
The flagella movements were also observed in a high-intensity dark-field video microscopy 121 experiments (Fig. 3 , and videos S1 & S2). At 1424 fps, short fibers next to the cell body and 122 bright spots on the cell surface could be observed, which we identified as a part of a 123 flagellum close to the cell surface [5] . The cell's trajectory could be tracked together with the 124 flagella positions on the cell surface over 85 ms, which corresponds to 1.6 periods on the 125 large helical trajectory of the cell. The observed movement pattern is more complex than 126 previously assumed [2, 14, 20, 21] . The two flagella positions move rapidly over the cell body 127 surface. Crucially, one flagellar position is often seen in front of the cell (relative to its 128 swimming direction), contrary to the model of two pushing flagellar bundles, which remain 129 behind the cell body. 130 
144
To test the mechanisms of propulsion and of the rapid reorientations, we turned to 145 simulations of swimming. We performed Stokesian dynamics simulations [22] for a spherical 146 cell body (1.3 µm in diameter) with two discretized helical filaments (4 µm long and 50 nm 147 thick) representing the flagellar bundles (see Methods for details). Since TEM images do not 148
allow for a precise determination of the opening angle between the two flagella (with 149 respect to the body center, see for example Fig. S1 ), we used a wide range of opening angles 150 (30°-120°) in our simulations. The effect of the flagellar motors was included as a torque at 151 the base of the helices, which rotates the filament, and a counter-torque, which rotates the 152 cell body. We considered the two bundles to rotate independently either counter-clockwise 153 (CCW) or clockwise (CW). The parameters for bending rigidity, torsion rigidity and torque of 154 the flagella were adjusted to reproduce the observed movement characteristics. A motor 155 torque of 12 pN µm, about 3.5 times the motor torque of an E. coli cell, had to be chosen 156 together with high isotropic bending and twisting rigidities of 7 pN μm 2 , about 2 times larger 157 than for single flagella [22] . We assume that this increase is attributed to the structure of the 158 flagella bundle. Only this assumption allowed for high swimming velocities in the 159 simulations, indicating that the function of the flagella bundle is to combine high torques 160 with high rigidities. 
Materials and methods

234
Cell medium and culturing 235 MC-1 was cultured similarly to the procedure reported by Bazylinski et al. [20] . Artificial sea 236 water (ASW) was used as a base medium, containing 20 g NaCl, 6 g MgCl 2 , 2.4 g Na 2 SO 4 , 0.5 g 237 adjusted to pH 6.3 and autoclaved. After the medium had cooled to about 45 °C, the 241 following solutions were added (per liter), in order, from previously sterile-filtered stock 242 solutions: 0.5 ml vitamin solution (ATCC, MD-VS-10mL), 1.8 mL 0.5 M potassium phosphate 243 buffer, pH 7, 3 mL0.01 M FeCl 2 and 40 % (w/w) Na thiosulfate. Finally, 0.4 g cysteine was 244
added (per liter), which was made fresh and filter-sterilized indirectly into the medium. The 245 medium (12 mL) was dispensed into sterile Hungate tubes after verifying a pH of 7.0. All 246 cultures were incubated at room temperature (~25 °C) and, after approximately one week, a 247 microaerobic band of MC-1 formed at the oxic-anoxic interface (pink-colorless interface) of 248 the tubes. The cells were harvested in volumes of 1 mL from that region and magnetically 249 transferred to ASW for experiments. The transfer step was necessary to remove agar for 250 swimming experiments and to minimize background scattering in dark-field microscopy. 251
252
Cell morphology analysis 253
The flagella length was determined with ImageJ from images taken with a Zeiss EM 912 254 Omega transmission electron microscope using an acceleration voltage of 120 kV. The cells 255 were dried on a carbon film on a regular TEM copper grid and stained with 4 % uranyl 256 acetate for 6 minutes. Due to the staining, the cell walls appeared electron dense and 257 The overall traveled path l on a helix during one period can be parameterized using radius 450 and pitch by = √ + = . µ . While effectively traveling 4 µm in 72 ms, the cell 451 moves 7.5 µm on the large helix. While the contribution of the small helix to the actual 452 swimming path provides another factor of 1.1, the ratio between instantaneous speed and 453 effective speed is near 2. 454 455
Discussion of pitch differences between simulation and observation 456
While the pitch is off by a factor of 2, the diameter and period time of helical trajectories are 457 in agreement with experiment. The simulations show that the features of helical trajectories 458 strongly depend on the flagellar opening angle (see Table S1 ) such that increasing the 459 flagellar opening angle decreases the pitch and diameter of the large helix. Simulated 460 effective velocities are smaller than the tracked velocities by factor of 2, since the pitch is 461 decreased by the same factor while the period times are comparable. A detailed 462 optimization of flagella opening angles and flagella length is likely to finally result in an exact 463 agreement of measured and simulated pitches. 464 465 Table S1 . Swimming features of MC-1 cells using CCW&CW swimming mechanism for simulations 466 with different flagellar opening angles. Given output parameters are the helix diameter, its pitch ,the 467 period time (period), the effective velocity (V z ) and the instantaneous velocity (V t 
Flagella morphology 470
The individual bundles of the closed relative MO-1 [11] contain 7 individual flagella, which 471 emerge from a hexagonal pattern on the cell envelope. Additionally, 24 gap-filling, 472 presumably friction-reducing microfibrils were found. 473 
479
3D tracking validation 480
The algorithm for 3D track event detection was validated using Langevin-simulations of 481 single active Brownian particles with defined mean reorientation angles, velocities, mean 482 Fig. 4D , if the magnetic moment is not parallel to the flagellar axes.
